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1. Summary and Purpose of aperture crosspoint, it has been shown that for the

Investigation AESOP waveform the peak value of the electric
field which penetrates through the fence is only 3

The Woodbridge Research Facility (WRF) of percent of the incident peak field [3]. Thus the
the U.S. Armry's Harry Diamond Laboratories fields which extend beyond the fence are due to
(I-IDL) conducts research and development of diffraction overthe fence. It is therefore of interest
electromagnetic (EMP) simulators, and evaluates to determine these fields.
the effect of the simulated EMP on Army elec- Such a fence could be located along the exist-
tronic and communications systems and subsys- ing security fence line which is roughly parallel
tems [1].* These simulated nuclear-generated to, and approximately 175 m from, the AESOP
pulses are characterized by risetimes on the order antenna. The fence would be, by necessity, lim-
of nanoseconds, with decay times ranging from ited to a piactical height of 20 to 25 m. Figure 1
tenths to hundredths of nanoseconds. The energy shows a sketch of such an arrangement.
is thus contained within a broad spectrum of Although the fence appears to produce ade-
frequencies. quate field suppression on the outside by shield-

ThelargestofthesimulatorsatWRFisAESOP ing, the field at distances greater than several
(Army EMP Simulator Operations), which can hundred meters from the fence is determined by
produce incident horizontal polarized peak fields diffraction. The theory for predicting the time
of 50 kV/m at a ground range of 50 m from the
simulator (see sect. 2). When the incident pulse is (a)
reflected by the ground, there will be constructive
or destructive interference, the degree of which
depends on range, observer height, ground con-
ductivity, and ground dielectric constant. It is 4 -LC, L-
found that at large ranges, where -he reflection
coefficient is negative, there is an observer height -
regime where the time of arrival of the reflected
field is less than the time to peak of the incident
field. Under these conditions there is destructive
interference and the peak of the incident field is (b)
not reached; this condition is defined as clipping.-
The degree of clipping depends on ground range, Source Fence

observer height, reflection coefficient, and wave- Observer

form [2].
There is considerable interest in developing - T

methods of reducing the peak electric field of
AESOP (and thus for other simulators) that radi- H-f II H 0
ate beyond the boundary of the facility. One j ..d
method under consideration is that of using an , ,, Ground

"EMP fence" made outof standard chain link. For Figure 1. Simulator, fence, and observer: (a) top and
example, if the chain link is bonded at every (b) side.
*Refcrences arc listed at the end of the text.
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behavior of the net field, including ground reflec- For the conditions of the experiment, in which
tion, has been developed by one of us (I.K.) and is the fence is as high as the dipole source, we will
discussed elsewhere [31, as is the related computer achieve no,-ore than a 50-percent reductiorn in the
program [4]. peak fields compared to the situation without the

In this report wi describe a scale-model ex- fence (the r,;asons for this are discussed in sect. 4).
periment which was designed and conducted to From a theoretical point of view, it would be
test the concept of using a perfectly reflecting possible to achieve a greater than 50-percent
fence to suppress the AESOP far fields by diffrac- reduction in peak field strength bry making the
tion. Because of the inherent difficulty of generat- fence higher than the centerline of the simulator,
ing an accurate scaling of the shape of the AESOP but this would not appear to be practical. On the
waveform (see fig. 4) within the time constraints other hand, lowering AESOP would degrade its
of setting up this experiment, we performed most performance as a simulator. In summary, the
of our "esting with a scale model of AESOP but scale-model experiment has established a quanti-
with a scaled time to peak, r., which is twice that tative assessment of the utility of a perfectly
of AESOP. Specifically, we have used a 1/50 reflecting fence in reducing the far fields of
scale model for the geometric dimensions of AESOP-like simulators.
AESOP and the environment, and a scaled t of
0.400 ns. Strictly speaking the scaling law re- 2. Brief Description of AESOP
quires a value of t. of 0.200 ns (which is the
AESOP value, 10 ns, divided by 50). In the latter The AESOP EMP simulator consists of a 300-
phases of the experiment we could however con- m horizontally polarized dipole antenna and a 7-
figure the pulser to achieve a real-world equiva- MV pulse generator. A 120-C biconic structure is
lent time to peak of 13.7 ns, which is close to the used to launch the electromagnetic pulse. Figure
AESOP value of 10 ns. The details of the experi- 2 shows the AESOP pulser and bi -'Inic section.
mental setup and measurements are presented in AESOP uses dual Marx generators, erected at
section 3, while the corresponding comparison opposite polarities to yield the net maximum of 7
with theory is rendered in section 4. However, the MV of output.
major conclusions can be summarized as follows: Figure 3 shows the top and side view of the

First, there was generally very good agree- entire simulator and its relationship to the test
ment between the theory and experiment, despite region. For normal operations, the simulator is
the differences in the shape of the experimental raised to a height of 20 m.
scaled waveform and the double-exponential The incident horizontally polarized electric
scaled shape used in the theoretical model. This free field (also called the incident field) is adjust-
suggests that perhaps the peak fields are more able to a maximum of 50 kV/m at a ground range
sensitive to the time to peak rather than to the of 50 m along the centerline at the AESOP eleva-
detailed structure of the early-time part of the tion of 20 m. The centerline is that plane which is
waveform. This observatior, however, must be normal to the axis of the antenna, at the center of
tempered by the limited scope of the investiga- the pulser. Figure 4 shows the normalized AESOP
tion. pulse shape,f(t). The pulse has a risetimne of 10 ns,

with the first zero crossing at 800 ns.
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Figure 2. AESOP
pulser.

1.0

f(t)
Centerline

Test region
300 m

f25m 9% Prepulse
50 1- ---

0 1800
Time (ns)

10 ns

Figure 4. Normalized AESOP pulse shape.

50 m 50 m
3. Electromagnetic Scale Model

Top view Experiment

3.1 Background

Electromagnetic scale modeling is possible
because of the linearity of Maxwell's equations

SAESOP that describe the fields in any electrom agnetic
system. Sinclair [6] demonstrated that with the

20 rn elimination of nonlinear media, it is theoretically

possible to construct a model to simulate a full-
Test region _scale system. This concept has been applied in

Sid vew Ground many experimental studies, including coupling
Side view

studies for Army electronic systems [7,8] at the
Figure 3. Side and top view of AESOP and test area. HDL EMP Electromagnetic Scale Model Facility

(SMF).
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As stated, the AESOP simulator radiates a Table 1. Scale Model Facility Instrumentation
pulsed electric field with a risetime of 10 ns. The Instrument Comments
SMF can radiate a repetitive pulsed horizontai Sensors D-dot, HDL, risetime < 0.15 ns
electric field with a risetime of 0.20 ns, which is B-dot, EG&G, risctime < 0.15 ns
approximately 1/50 that of AESOP. Models of rf cables Andrews heliax cable
military systems have been immersed in this field, Pulse generators Omni-Wave R- 100. 1 kV into 50 0,
and the recorded responses of their complex inter- pulse width = 0.15 ns
connecting external receptors have predicted with HDL Step 1, 1 kV into 50 a,
fair to good accuracy the corresponding full-scale risetime = 0.10 ns, length variable
system's responses when deployed at the AESOP Signal processoi4  Tektronix WP-1221, including
simulator. Scale modeling of the proposed elec- Digita processing oscilloscope,
tromagnetic fence for AESOP was therefore a rea- model 7704A
sonable choice. Time-domain sampler, model 7612

Sampling head, model S-6

3.2 Experimental Approach Trigger recognizer, model S-53

PDP- 11 computer
The instrumentation for these experiments is Display terminal

listed in table 1. A typical test setup at the model Flopy disk unit
facility is shown in figure 5. Hard copy unit

As a prelude to the detailed study to deter-
mine the peak field behavior as a function of 'Signal processor system bandwidth = 0.045 ns (10 to 90

observer height with and without a fence, we percent)

conducted a preliminary or "proof-of-principle" intentionally recorded with a baseline, or zero
experiment to check out the salient features of the sensor output, for the first nanosecond, at which
theory. It was desirable to ensure that our experi- time the leading edge of the wavefront is seen.
mental design was consistent with the theory. The radiated pulse from the dipole rises very

The theory [31 predicts that if a pulse-driven quickly to about 38 V/m and has almost decreased
horizontal dipole radiator and a compatible elec- to zero at T = 3 ns, at which time the field may be
tromagnetic sensor are arranged as shown in fig- observed to reverse polarity. This is the arrival of
ure 6, the output of the sensor will decrease by the ground reflection, that field which radiated
approximately a factor of two if an interdicting from the dipole to the testbed sand to the sensor.
sharp-edged metal body is placed between them, The field was partially reflected and reversed in
as presented in figure 7. A dipole antenna was polarity by the conductive sand, as seen in the
attached to a repetitive pulse source, and an as- data. The calculated arrival time of this reflection
ymptotic monopole (D-dot) sensor was placed as is approximately 1.94nsaftertheinitialwavefront,
shown in figure 6. The sensor was coupled to the or 2.94 ns in the data record. A calculation of the
recording instrumentation within the shielded arrival time of the dipole "end effect," when the
enclosure through a high-quality coaxial cable. current on the dipole will reverse itself at the open
The pulsed field emanating from the dipole was ends, yielded an elapsed time value of 6 ns. In
recorded, as seen in figure 8. The data shown are figure 8, the waveform reversal may be seen to
from a 10-ns window which shows the computer- occur about 6 ns from the baseline departure or
integrated sensor response convened to read as when T = 7 ns in the data window.
volts per meter versus time. The waveform was

8



Digitizing
oscilloscope

Controller

Trigger input

TigData input/
Shielded enclosures

Chemically treated sand

Fence ipole Pulse generator

Field scnsor

Cpower filters 25 m heliax cable Cable connects to

sensor through Trigger cable
hole in floor

Figure S. Scale-model test area setup.

The ground reflection and dipole "end-ef- metal (0.84 m). The resulting data are presented in
fect" arrival times have significance only in that figure 10. The peak "alue of this waveform is ap-
the data demonstrate our ability to recognize where proximately half that of the data recorded without
in time they should occur and may be observed, the metal sheet in place (21/38 V/m). This ratio is
Figure 9 is a repeat of the measurement, recorded consistent with the theory. The change in slant
in a 2-ns data window for better definition. The range between the dipole and the sensor for these
peak of the field is clearly defined, and the effect recordings was insignificant, and since the ground
of placing the metal sheet between the dipole and reflection and end effects of the dipole may be
the sensor might now be observed, ruled out, the metal sheet has caused the field to

The sensor output was again recorded after a halve. As previously stated, this comparison of
sheet of metal was placed halfway between the field measurements with and without a metal
dipole and the sensor, as seen in figure 7. The sen- barrier was continued, using a scaled size metal
sor height had been adjusted to that of the sheet sheet to represent the proposed fence, and scaled

9



Top View

3.8 mn -A
Pulse -Shielded

source enclosure

Sensor
Dipole

S Sensor

Pulse Shielded

source 1]enclosure~sr
1.09 1 1.09 m

I Test bed
(sand)

Side view

Figure 6. Physical relationship between dipole and sensor.

positions for the model elements which were 1/50 was not a true model of AESOP, which is a some-
those of the AESOP test volume, what complex structure composed of two oppo-

site-polarity Marx generators, peaking capaci-
3.3 Experimental Data tors, and a bicone/dipole radiator that is resis-

tively terminated to the earth to minimize end re-
The stated objective of the experiment was flections. AESOP radiates a pulsed field which

to observe and record the peak amplitude of a approximates a double-exponential shape, but
horizontally polarized pulsed fieldtwith andwitl- the concern of this experiment was solely with

out a metal barrier, or fInce, between the source peak field values as affected by the fence. Field
dipole and a sensor. In this experiment, the spatial contributions from the model dipole ends, while
relationships of the elements of the model were inevitable, were of no concern.

hypothesized to be 1/50 of a real-world simulator The conductivity of the earth-simulating SMF

such as AESOP. That is, where the AESOP simu- testbed, which is composed of salt-treated sand.

lator is normally positioned 20 m above the tsbd hc scmoe fsl-rae ad
gatorn, ie nrmay dpositined 20. m above the was adjusted to a value approximately 50 times
ground, the SMF dipole was 0.4 m above the that ofthe AESOP test area. The permittivity (and
testbed sand. Since the real-world distance be permeability) of the sand is approximately that of
tween AESOP and the proposed fence would be the earth, which is as required for modeling. A
approximately 175 m, the constructed model sheet of metal, with approximately 1/50 the di-
fence-to-dipole distance was 3.5 m. The dipole mensions of the proposed fence, was constructed

10



Figure 7. Physical relationship between dipole, metal
sheet, and sensor.

Top view 1.9 m - 1.9 m

Pulse 0Shielded
enclosure

source 7I

"• Metal Sensor
Dipole sheet

Dipole

Pulse
soorce Snielded

1.09rn 
0enclosure

S0.84 m
I I'Test bed

(sand)
Side view

E 50 Peak = 38.3 V/m
" 0 Figure 8. Sensor response to dipole,

- 40 - 10-ns data window.
z 30

0 20
10 0

0,-• 0
0-10

' -20 I I I I I I I
- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time (ns)

"Peak = 38.9 V/mE. 40 Figure 9. Sensor reiponse to
351- dipole, 2-ns data window.
30-
25

-. 20-

15
- 10

I 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
Time (ns)
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25 Peak = 21.3 vin table 7, with a graphic presentation in figure 30
> 205 (see p 20). The time (to peak) of the field wave-
: ••form in the FENCE program was 20 ns. This value

10 - was input to the program because although the

Z; 0scale-model radiated field measures to be ap-
•z 5 -proximately 0.20 ns, 10 to 90 percent, it is ap-
E 0proximately 0.40 ns, zero to peak. In other words,
., we made the theoretical value used in the com-
o 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Time 0.2 0 0puter program equal to 50 times the experimental
-Time (ns) value. As may be seen from table 7, the ratios

Figure 10. Sensor response to dipole field interrupted compare rather well, with the worst case (18
by a metal sheet. percent) being closest to the ground. This is rea-

for use with the previously fabricated dipole. The sonable, since the signal-to-noise ratio of the data

model fence was 7.3 m long and 0.46 m high, decreases, as does the field, near the ground.

which corresponds to a real-world fence 365 m
long and 23 m high. 3.4 Supplemental Data

The fields from the dipole were measured at Our experience dictates that the more often
ground-range distances of 3.5 and 7.0 m, with one confirms theoretical predictions with physi-
sensor-height variations from about 0.15 to 0.90 cal measurements, the better. We decided to go
m, in 0.15-m increments. This corresponds to further, and conduct a supplemental experiment
real-world ranges of 175 and 350 m, and height to more closely model the original results as pre-
variations from 7.5 to 45 m. The i75-m position dicted by Kohlberg (3], where the time to peak of
(referred to as position 1) corresponds to the prop- the theoretical pulse was 10 ns. This required a
erty boundary behind AESOP, and the 350-m model pulse generator with a faster risetime.
position (referred to as position 2) represents a lo- A step-function generator was fabricated by
cation 175 m beyond that boundary. The meastre- HDL and substituted for the original pulse genera-
ments at position 1, when the sensor elevations tor that drove the dipole. For several reasons, this
were less than the fence height, were intended to pulse source could not be used at the inception of
determine the direct electromagnetic shielding the experiments. The leading edge of this step
achieved by the fence; in this zone, diffraction function, as recorded through thecablethatcouples
effects are minimal. The 350-m scaled position the generator to the dipole, may be seen in figure
measurements were intended toevaluate the fields 11. The lo to 90 percent measured risetime is
diffracted by the fence ano are used for compari- -0.150 ns, while the zero-to-peak time is -0.273
son to Kohlberg's theory [3]. ns. In scale, this corresponds to a zero-to-peak

The recorded peak fields for the resulting real-world time of l3.7 ns. While this is not exact,
sensor responses at positions 1 and 2 may be seen it is considerably faster than the original model
in tables 2 and 3, respectively. These tables in- pulse, which scaled to a 20-ns time to peak. With
clude the ratios of the "v, ith fence" field values to this pulse applied to the dipole radiator, we re-
the "no-fence" field values (see the appendix for peated several measurements to observe the ef-
a discussion of experimental error). fect. The dipole height was raised to that of the

A comparison of these ratios and those pro- fence.
duced by the FENCE program [41 may be found in

12



Table 2. Peak fields versus Peak Fields (V/m)
elevation, 3.5 in frown dipole, Sensor height Scaled height With fence No fence WF/NF
with and without fence (in.) (M) (M) (VF) (NF)

-6 0.15 7.5 3.6* -28 -0.13
12 0.30 15.0 3.8* -33 -0.12
18 0.45 22.5 18.8 -38 0.5
24 0.60 30.0 38.5 -38 -1
30 0.75 37.5 37.9 -38 -1
36 0.90 45.0 36.9 -38 -1

*Questionable data validity due to poor signal-to-noise ratio.

Table 3. Peak fields versus Peak fields (V/m)
elevation, 7.0 m frown dipole, Sensor height Scaled height With fence No fence WF/NF
with and without fence (in.) (M) (n) (WF) (NF)

-6 0.15 7.5 5.6 6.8 0.82
12 0.30 15.0 7.6 10.4 0.73
18 0.45 22.5 8.8 13.3 0.66
24 0.60 30.0 10.6 15.9 0.66
30 0.75 37.5 12.2 17.2 0.71
36 0.90 45.0 13.5 18.8 0.72

P60SS L 12
CC~.o 10

Soo r x3 1

[:C 0 15 !I 2

0 01 0.2 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 1 6 -2
T I 0M 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Figure 11. Leading-edge waveform of step-function Time (ns)
generator.

The dipole field was measured as before, at a 8-

7-m distance, with and without the fence present. Z 6

Figure 12 shows the sensor response at a height of 22 2

36 in. (0.9 m) with the fence present. This figure z 0
includes two time windows, 2 and 10 ns. The -2-
calculated arrival time for the ground reflection is o0-4

-0.345 ns, and the 2-ns window data show clip- 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ping to occur at approximately this time. The end Time (ns)
of the dipole field reversal may still be observed at Figure 12. Sensor response to dipole step-function
-6 ns in the 10-ns window data. field.

Figures 13 and 14 show the sensor response ground.
at an elevation of 0.45 m, with and without the The ratio of the peak of the fields for "with
fence. With the fence in place, the dipole, sensor, fence" to "no fence" is -5/8.9 or 0.562. The ratio
and zop of the fence wtre all the same height above obtained with the computer program using a 13.7-
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Figure 13. Sensor response to dipole step-function Time (ns*
field with model fence in position. Figure 14. Sensor response to dipole step function

frwid without model fence en position.
ns risetime is 0.52. This can be compared with the

earlierpart of the experiment, in which the risetime sor height.
was 400 ps (20 ns real world). At the same sensor (d) Extrapolation of this particular experi-
height, the ratio obtained in the experiment was ment, in which the sensor was 3.5 in from the
0.66 (table 3), and the computer result was 0.61. fence, to cases where the sensor is much further
The effectiveness of the fence is more evident from the fence.
with the faster risetime. To facilitate the comparison between theory

and experiment, it is desirable to recast the experi-
mental data of table 3 in an appropriately normal-

4. Comparisons Between ized form. The reason for this is that the absolute
Theoretical Model and levels of the fields in the experiment arm arbitrarily

Experimental Results established by the input powcr to the dipole, whi:
the absolute values of the fields calculated by theThis section compares the results of table 3 computer programs can also be arbitrarily set.

with theoretical predictions. Specifically, the fol- The normalization of the experimental data is
lowing issues are addressed: calculated by dividing all the peak field-intensity

(a) Dependence of peak field in absence of measurements by the value of the no-fence case at
fence, Er,, as a function of sensor height. the scaled height of 45 m. This value is 18.8 V/m

(b) Dependence of peak field with fence, E,, (see table 3). Table 4 is a recasting of table 3 in
as a function of sensor height. normalized form (all dimensions are in real-world

(c) Dependence of E. 1Eas a function of sen- units).
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Table 4. Normalized experimental peak fields, a mathematically generated double-exponential
with and without fence waveform. The normalized expression for the

Height Experimental peak fields EllEN time behavior of the incident electric field is given
(M) E, E, by

7.5 0.30 0.36 0.82 E,(O = 1.05[exp (-Bt) - exp (-Afl, (3)
15.0 0.40 0.55 0.7322.5 0.47 0.71 0.6630.0 0.47 0.71 0.66 where t is in seconds and Eo will have a peak value
37.5 0.65 0.91 0.71 of 1 V/m. The values B andA are the slow and fast
45.0 0.72 1.00 0.72 time constants, respectively. The time for Eo(t) to

reach its peak value of unity is given by
The normalized values of fields E,, EN are the 1 (4)

values shown in table 3 divided by 18.8; that is, t-B B "

EF - (WF value) Using the values of
18.8

(NF value) (!) A = 86.0 x 10" s-

18.8 B = 25.8 x 106 s-1 ,

As observed, the ratio gives
i = 20 ns.p

(WF value) =E (2) Figure 15 compares the normalized double-
(NF value) EN exponential expression of equation (3) and the

remains unchanged. normalized model waveform. It is evident that the
It is also more convenient to present the dis- double-exponential waveform does not provide a

cussion in terms of the real-world dimensions very good approximation to the shape of the ex-
rather than the experimental dimensions. For perimental waveform, other than in the agreement
example,themodelsensorheightat0.90mwillbe between the ,mes to peak. Nevertheless, as we
regarded as the real-world dimension of 45.0 m. shall see in the comparison between theory and
Likewise, the 0.40-ns zero-to-peak waveform used experiment, t appears to be perhaps the most im-
in the experiment should be interpreted as a 20-ns portant parameter in determining the peak value
zero-to-peak waveform, of the observed field.

From a computational viewpoint it is not easy Let us initially consider the comparisons
to express the actual experimental waveform in between the behavior of EN, as a function of observer
terms of a simple analytical expression which can height and its theoretical counterpart, which we
be used in the FENCE [41 and REFLPROP (51 designate as Ex. The height dependence of EN is
computer programs. These programs calculate determined from the computer program
the fields without and with the fence, rmspectively, REFLPROP [81 using the normalized double-ex-
and are constrained to use analytical expressions ponential waveformofequation (3).Thecalculated
forthe Fourier transformsof the input waveforms. waveform is given by

If we restrict our attention to the time domain
before and including the peak of the experimental Ev(A) = EA) + E,(A - TL) (5)
waveform, it is possible to provide an analytical
approximation to the experimental waveform using
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where Eo(A) is given by equation (3) with t re- 1.2 _-

placed by the retarded time, A; E is the ground- .• 1
reflected contribution; andTL is the time delay be- :2= 0.8
tween the incident and ground reflected waves. E 0.6-

The ground response is defined for A Z TL. The I 0.4

retarded time, A, is given by F 0.2
E

A = -Ro (6) Z -0.2 Domain of interest -
C

-0.4 . .... .............

where 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Time (ns)

R,=[L2 + (ld - HPi2 , (7) - Experiment Theoretical [eq (3)]
Figure 15. Comparison between experimental and

L is the ground range between source and observer, theoretical waveforms.

Hd is the dipole (AESOP) height, H. is the height Table 5. Height EN TL

of the observer, and c is the velocity of light. Ro is Theoretical peak- (M) (ns)
the line-of-sight distance between the source and field and ground 7.5 0.33 2.9
observer. If the ground range is considerably time delay as a 15.0 0.60 5.7

function of 22.5 0.78 8.6
greater than the sum of the heights, then the time observer height in 30.0 0.88 11.4
delay, TL, is given by absence of fence 37.5 0.96 14.3

45.0 1.00 17.0
- 2 1 Ho (8)1L = __ field since the time of reflecicn. arrival is alwas

CL 4 y
less than t , As observed, the peak field, E,,
occurs at tJe onset of ground reflection and is

groun reflcodtiion oefficient iapproximante consistent with equation (8). This clipping effect
and efle- tis given by is an important consideration in field reduction at

E8(A -TL) large distances and at low observer heights, as can

Eg(A - TL) = -EO(A - TL) . (9) be seen from equation (10).
Figure 22 compares the normalized experi-

When equation (9) applies and the reflection time mental and theoretical values of peak field. These

delay is less than the time to peak of the incident curves arN obtained from the values of Ev and Ev

wave, the net peak field occurs at the onset of the given in tables 4 and 5, respectively. There ap-

reflected wave and is given by pears to be good agreement between the curves.
We now turn our attention to the fence case.

ENv = Eo(TL) • (10) From a theoretical point of view, we once againbegin with the normalized waveform. That is, we

Table 5 gives values of £X and TL for the real- retain the same incident field levels as in the no-

world conditions of the experiment, as deter- fence case; this is consistent with the way it was

mined from REFLPROP. Figures 16 to 21 show done in the experiment. The theoretical value of

the waveforms corresponding to the conditions of the field, designated by E,, is calculated from the

table 5. In all cases there is clipping of the direct FENCE computer program.
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1.2. 1.2----

0.BL.8

0~ 0.8

-0.4'
i -0.4-

-0.8- -0.8.
-1.2'--__ ---

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 -1.2 0 1,0 2.0 3-0 40-50 6-0 70 --80
Time Ins) Time (ns)

Incident field -Reflected wave Incident field - Reflected wave
- Resultant wave - Resultant wave

Figure 16. Electric field in absence of fence for Figure 19. Electric field In absence or fence for
observer height =7.5 mn. observer height =30.0 ma.

1.2 - - 1.2

0.8- 0.8 .

ZN

- 0.84 -084

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Time Ins) Time Ins)

Incident field -Reflected wave Incident field -Reflected wave
- Resultant wave - Resultant wave

Figure 17. Electric field In absence of fence for Figure 20. Electric field In absence of fence for
observer height =15.0 mn. observer height =37.5 mn.

1.2 ~- - -- 1.2 - - - - . .

0.8' 0.8
Z 0.4/ .

LU -0. -0.4.

-0-81 -0.8
-1.2.. -- _ _ _ -1.2~ 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 800 10 2 30 4 0 6 70 8
Time (ns) Time (ns)

Incident field -Reflected wave Incident field - Reflected wave
- Resultant wave - Resultant wave

Figure 18. Electric field In absence of fence for Figure 21. Electric field in absence of fence for
observer height = 22.5 mn. observer height = 45.0 ma.
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The resulting waveform in thiscase is given -o 1.2
by

A0.8-9,() = Id(Z + ii( ll N

"' 0.6.'
where Ih A) and 1,(A) are the contributions from . 0.4
the direct diffracted ray and the external dif- E 0.2.

fracted reflected ray (image), respectively. The 0
direct diffracted ray is from the source to the 7.5 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.5 45.0

fence top to the observer. The external diffracted Height of observer (m)

reflected ray is from source to fence top to - Measured Calculated

ground to observer. The time behavior of the Vertical bars display the experimental error.

field at the selected point is calculated in terms Figure 22. Comparison of E, and E in absence of
of the ground delay time A, given by fence.

served, there appears to be relatively good agree-
A= (12) ment between the curves. It would appear that the

differences between the curves are within the ex-
where, as before, L is the ground range between perimental uncertainties (see app A).
source and observer. Of particular importance in evaluating the

The retarded time, A, is introduced forcom- utility of the fence is the ratio ErIEN as a function
putational convenience. It should be noted that of observer height. Table 7 and figure 30 show this
except for the special case in which both the ratio along with the theoretical value EFIE,,.. Here
source and the observer are at the same height, again, the comparison falls within the uncertain-
and both are higher than the fence, the onset of ties of the experiment. Although the results of
the field will begin at A > 0. figures 22, 29, and 30 support the theoretical

Figures 23 to 28 show the waveforms with model, &-,e numerical values of E/IEN indicate
the fence present, as computed from the FENCE that the fence does not greatly reduce the field in-
program. As in the no-fence case of figures 16 to tensity for the conditions of the experiment. The
21, the net peak fields occur at the onset of the reason for this is that the no-fence case permits
image (ground reflected) contribution. There is relatively more clipping of the incident field than
also a time delay between the direct and image does the fence case.
waves, T2, which is approximately given by When the relative effect of clipping is re-

duced, which occurs when r is reduced, the fence
TL. H_ (13) has a relatively more beneficial effect. Using the

C-~ 13.7-ns waveform previously discussed with H. =
where H. is the height of the fence and L. is the HO = 22.5, it is found that E/IEN= 0.56, while the
distance between the fence and observer, theoretical value is 0.52. Figures 31 and 32 show

Table 6 shows the theoretical peak field (EF) the no-fence and fence cases, respectively, corre-
corresponding to figures 23 to 28 and the cotre- sponding to the 13.7-ns waveform.
sponding ground time delay (T') at the measured TheoreticaJ estimates of the benefits of a fence
heights when the fence is present. are presented elsewhere [3], where it is noted that

Figure 29 compares E, (table 4) and E, overalargerangeofobserverdistanceandheight,
(table 6) in the presence of the fence. As ob- the ratios of EF/ENfallintherangeofO.45toO.55
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Direct diffracted -Resultant wave Direct diffracted -Reflected wave
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Figure 23. Electric field with fence for observer height Figure 26. Electric field with fence for observer height
=7.5 m. 30.0 m.

0.06
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w5 w
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ui-0.2
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Figure 24. Electric field with fence for observer height Figure 27. Electric Wield with fence for observer height
=15.0 M. =37.5 m.
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Figure 25. Electric field with fence for observer height Figure 2.8. Electric field with fence for observer height
=22.Swr. =4S.0m.
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Table 6. Theoretical Height E T2 Table 7. Comparison between experimental and
peak field and ground Wm) (ns) theoretical electric-field ratios
delay as a function of
observer height with 7.5 0.22 6.4 Height E,/EN 4F/4E % difference-
fence 15.0 0.39 12.9 (m)

22.5 0.48 19.3
30.0 0.53 25.7 7.5 0.82 0.67 18
37.5 0.58 32.1 15.0 0.73 0.65 11
45.0 0.64 38.5 22.5 0.66 0.61 830.0 0.66 0.60 9

1 - - - 37.5 0.71 0.60 15
- 45.0 0.72 0.64 11

"0.8°
EF/EN - FES0.6- *% diference =

EFIEN
t04 1.2

E 0.2- 0.8

z 0.4 ,'
7.5 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.5 45.0 - 0 _5__.

Height of observer (m)
2)-0.4SMeasured Calculated w

Vertical bars display the experimental error. -0.8

Figure 29. Comparison between E. and E, with fence. -1.2 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Time (ns)

1.2 Incident field - Reflected wave

I - - Resultant wave

S0.8 Figure 31. Electric field in absence of fence, with 13.7-

""0.6 ns risetime and observer height = 22.5 m.

S 0.4- 0.67
0.2- 0

" ~0.4.

7.5 15.0 22.5 30.0 37.5 45.0,.- 0.2
Observer height (m) _ 0 -- - -

- Experiment - Computer results -

Vertical bars display the experimental error.

Figure 30. Comparison between electric-field ratios. -0.4 ....
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Time (ns)

Direct diffracted - Reflected wave
- Resultant wave

Figure 32. Electric field with fence, with 13.7-ns
risetime and observer height = 22.5 m.
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for waveforms of the AESOP regime. For shorter mental results. The largest variation was 18 per-
risetimes, with the same geometry, the improve- cent. We assume that closer agreement might
ment will reduce the ratio EF/EN to the 0.3 to 0.4 have been achieved by more accurately matching
range. the waveshapes and risetimes. This might be

In summary, the experimental results are in accomplished either in the scale-model pulse
good agreement with Kohlberg's theoretical model source, or by providing a variable waveshape
[3]. input to the theoretical model.

It was shown that the fence did provide a re-

5. Conclusions duction of the field in the region of interest, but thL;
reduction was not especially large: around 50

The results of this scale model experiment percent.
allow us to assess the reduction of the fields of The utility of using an EMP fence can be pre-
EMP simulators of the AESOP type that can be dicted by using the program FENCE. This pro-
achieved with a totally reflecting fence placed gram is executable on a PC in a few minutes. The
around the perimeter of the test volume. The waveshape, simulator-to-fence distance, fence-
measured peak field, as a function of observer to-observer distance, and observer height are all
height, was found to be in good agreement with used as variable inputs to the program. The effec-
the theory. Typically, there was a 10-percent tiveness of a fence for many possible configura-
difference between the theoretical and experi- tions can then be predicted.
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Appendix.-Experimental Error
Themore simple thc experiment, the lower the modified for this experiment so that the proper

probability of error. The experiment described in transfer function for the sensor was applied to the
the body of the report was simplified by using a waveform by the computer each time data were
substitution method for ol serving the effect of the collected. These data were observed for consis-
fence on the horizontal ele-,tric field. The radiat- tency of response on the CRT of the digital proc-
ing dipole remained at a fix-d position, while the essing oscilloscope while the sampling and aver-
recording field sensor was mov.-d vertically at aging was in process.
either of two fixed horizontal ranges. With the Other sources of error are the physical place-
fields at each height recorded, the f,-nce was im- ment of the fence, elevation changes of the sensor,
mediately placed between the dipole and sensor and the sensor alignment. The fence-placement
and the measurements were repeated. error is considered to be ±3 in., while the sensor-

There is systematic error here, in thaz some elevation error is placed at about ±0.5 in. The
changes wil! occur in the field strength and/or the effects of the fence-placement and elevation er-
measurement system between these two sets of rors are quite small, in that they cause very little
measurements. We previously observed the meas- change to the slant range from the sensor to the
urement-system and/or field-strength variations dipole or from the sensor to the top of the fence
by repeating the recording of the field at a given (when the fence was present). The error intro-
position several times. There was no more than a duced by sensor misalignment is also small, in
±5-percent change in the peak of the recorded that a 100 error would decrease the peak output by
fields, with no significant change observed in the less than 3 percent. These physical placement
temporal distribution. This small deviation may (human) errors are assigned a value ±5 percent.
be attributed to the measurement system's signal- We arbitrarily assign a random error of ±10
averaging capability. Although it requires almost percent because of undetected aspects such as
three minutes for the measurement system to measurement system gain fluctuation, variation
average this signal 100 times, the number of in the electromagnetic environment, etc.
pulsed fields which occurred during the acquisi- The experimental error for the data is approxi-
tion is greater than 10,000. The averaging results mated by the square root of the sum of the squares
in a signal-to-noise ratio increase of 10 and a of the measurement-system/field-levelestimation
significantly decreased importance in pulse-source (±5 percent), the physical placement estimation
shot-to-shot amplitude variation. (±5 percent), and the random error (±10 percent):

The computer-controlled aspect of !he meas-
urement system helps to minimize human errors, (52 + 52 + 102)1(2

such as assigning a transfer function to a captured = ±13 percent.
waveform. The data-collection program was
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